Ambon Banana-Tree Sap stimulated Endothelial Cell Migration in Human Umbilical Vein Endothelial Cells (HUVECs) Induced with Inflammatory Mediator IL-1
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Introduction

Ambon banana-tree (Musa paradisiaca var.sapientum) sap (ABT sap) contains active substances that can stimulate the wound healing process such as: flavonoid, saponin, ascorbic acid. Those substances are needed in an important phase of wound healing called angiogenesis through activation of Vascular Endothelial Growth Factor (VEGF) pathway that stimulates actin reorganization in endothelial cell migration and proliferation. The aim of this study is to evaluate the effectiveness of banana-tree sap in stimulating cells migration, VEGF and nitric oxide (NO) level in Human Umbilical Vein Endothelial Cells (HUVECs) culture that induced by pro-inflammatory cytokine IL-1 (Interleukin-1). The ABT sap was obtained by pressing a fresh Ambon banana stem, then was mixed with culture medium into 0.125%, 0.25% and 0.5% concentration. The ABT sap then was used for treating HUVECs cell that induced by IL-1 200 ng/mL for 48-hours. The result of this study shows that Ambon banana-tree sap increased HUVECs cell migration. However, after 48-hours treatment with ABT sap showed no difference in the VEGF and NO level in the culture media. These results suggested ABT sap able to increase migration to HUVECs that promising for wound healing agent. Therefore, the further research to elucidate the detailed mechanism and identify the active compound warrant to be done.
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ABSTRACT

Ambon banana-tree (Musa paradisiaca var.sapientum) sap (ABT sap) contains active substances that can stimulate the wound healing process such as: flavonoid, saponin, ascorbic acid. Those substances are needed in an important phase of wound healing called angiogenesis through activation of Vascular Endothelial Growth Factor (VEGF) pathway that stimulates actin reorganization in endothelial cell migration and proliferation. The aim of this study is to evaluate the effectiveness of banana-tree sap in stimulating cells migration, VEGF and nitric oxide (NO) level in Human Umbilical Vein Endothelial Cells (HUVECs) culture that induced by pro-inflammatory cytokine IL-1 (Interleukin-1). The ABT sap was obtained by pressing a fresh Ambon banana stem, then was mixed with culture medium into 0.125%, 0.25% and 0.5% concentration. The ABT sap then was used for treating HUVECs cell that induced by IL-1 200 ng/mL for 48-hours. The result of this study shows that Ambon banana-tree sap increased HUVECs cell migration. However, after 48-hours treatment with ABT sap showed no difference in the VEGF and NO level in the culture media. These results suggested ABT sap able to increase migration to HUVECs that promising for wound healing agent. Therefore, the further research to elucidate the detailed mechanism and identify the active compound warrant to be done.
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Introduction

Ambon banana tree (Musa paradisiaca var. sapientum) is proved to be effective in accelerating the wound healing process. The sap of the Ambon banana tree has shown satisfactory results in the research of the wound healing process in rats (Ratus norvegicus) in vivo [1]. Also, histologically, it provides aesthetical effects by repairing damaged skin structures without leaving scar tissue and accelerating the new blood vessels formation, connective tissue formation and inflammatory cell infiltration in the wound area [2]. Ambon banana tree typically grows in the tropical area such as in the South East Asia countries. This tree is also known for its capability to be bred and cultivated easily. Ambon banana sap contains active substances such as a flavonoid, saponin, and ascorbic acid. Saponin helps to form new blood vessel in the wound so that it can supply more oxygen and nutrients. Ascorbic Acid (AA) strengthens and accelerates the growth of new connective tissues. Flavonoid reduces the duration of inflammation that can inhibit the healing process [3A previous research about Ambon banana stem conclude that it can accelerate the wound healing process with several activities. Those activities inclu-
de affecting in inflammatory cells, reepithelialization, and angiogenesis [4]. This is because the active substances act well as the antioxidants that are capable to reduce superoxide radicals and metals binding. The antioxidants also become the antibacterial and enhance Vascular Endothelial Growth Factor (VEGF) catch signaling pathways through the dimerization of VEGF-R [5].

The angiogenesis phase in the wound healing process is led by growth factors that are secreted by inflammatory cells and other cells in response to tissue injury. Growth factor that plays an important role in the process of angiogenesis in this research is VEGF that acts as an endothelial cell mitogen, a chemotactic agent and the inducer of endothelial cell wall permeability [6]. VEGFR2 becomes the master regulator of endothelial cell function. The activation of VEGFR2 initiates multiple signaling pathways that regulate endothelial proliferation, migration, adhesion and survival [7]. Phosphorylation of VEGFR2 also activates the Raf-MEK-ERK signaling cascade where ERK1/2 phosphorylation induces endothelial cell proliferation, network formation, and increases vessel lumen size [8]. Based on the background, it is necessary to conduct further research on the effectiveness of Ambon banana tree (M. paradisiaca var. sapientium) to accelerate the process of wound healing in vitro by analyzing levels of VEGF, nitric oxide (NO), and endothelial cell migration in Human Umbilical Vein Endothelial Cells (HUVECs) culture which is induced by inflammatory mediators.

Material and Methods

Isolation and HUVECs culture

Umbilicus was collected from cesarean section (CS) procedure with inclusion criteria (normal mother, HB < 11, healthy infant (body weight > 2.5 kg, Apgar score 7 – 9)) and exclusion criteria (mother with hypertension, diabetes, cardiovascular disease, pre-eclampsia, and hyperlipidemia). The umbilical cord was incubated (37°C, 8 minutes) in type 2 collagenase (Sigma) to isolate the endothelial cells. The cells were placed in culture medium containing 100 IU/mL M199 (Sigma), 100 µg/mL Penicillin, streptomycin (Gibco) and 10% FBS (Gibco 26140-087). Then, the cells were cultured in 48 wells plate containing 0.2% gelatin (Sigma G1393) and incubated at 37°C, 5% CO₂. The cells then set aside until it became monolayer and confluent about 70 – 80% within 3 – 4 days. HUVECs were treated by adding IL-1 200 ng/mL for the treatment group and incubated for 12 hours. Then, the Ambon Banana saps concentration 0.125%, 0.25% and 0.5% were added to treatment groups and observed until 48-hours. This study was approved by the Ethics Committee of Faculty of Medicine Brawijaya University (No. 202/EC/KEPK/06/2017) Malang, Indonesia.

Ambon banana-tree sap collection

The 1-year-old of Ambon banana tree (M. paradisiaca var. sapientium) used in this research was taken from Lumajang with the local tropic temperature at around 27 – 30°C and rainfall rate around 1,400 – 2,450 mm/year. The tree was cut in diagonal section, then taken only 250 g of the tree. After that, it was pressed to collect the liquid from the tree and gathered into a sterile bottle that is closed with aluminum foil paper to avoid oxidation process. The bottle was saved at a temperature around 15 – 25°C. Before the sap was added to the culture media, the pH was checked until it reached around 7 and strained in filter 0.2 µm.

ELISA for VEGF

Enzyme-Linked Immuno Sorbent Assay (ELISA) (Human-VEGF-ELISA kit, Bioassay Technology, China) was used to measure VEGF in the medium. Micro-plates (96 wells) were filled with sample solution 40 µL and anti-VEGF antibody 10 µL. All wells were added with SA-HRP 50 µL, closed with adhesive cover foil and shaken at 37°C for 60 minutes. After that, the washing process was repeated 5 times using a washing buffer. Then, 50 µL of substrate solution A and 50 µL of substrate solution B were added into the wells and shake in dark conditions before they were incubated at 37°C for 10 minutes. Then, 50 µL of stop solution was added in the wells. The absorptions were measured with the ELISA reader to know the number of VEGF in the medium at a wavelength of 450 nm.

Migration (wound healing assay)

A confluent cell in the wells was scratched with 1 mm yellow tip (200 µL size tip) in order to represent a wound (Scratch/Wound Healing Assay). The width of the scratch (1 mm free cell zone) was measured in 0, 12, 24 and 48 hours to
know the migration percentage (%). The migration was measured with formula [9]:

\[
\% \text{Migration of HUVECs} = 100 - \left( \frac{x}{y} \right) \times 100\% 
\]

Note:
x: the free cell zone after treatment
y: the free cell zone before treatment

**NO level**

NO levels were determined by harvesting the HUVECs culture medium and performing Griess reaction with NO Assay kit colorimetric (Cayman Chemical, USA). NO densities in each well were read at a wavelength of 550 nm using a spectrophotometer (BMG Lab Tech, Germany).

**Data analysis**

The data analysis was performed using SPSS 23 version software for Windows (IBM Corporation, USA). The data were analyzed using One Way ANOVA in order to examine the significance of each group (p < 0.05).

**Results and Discussion**

**The Effect of Ambon banana-tree sap on endothelial cell migration**

The Ambon banana-tree sap can recover the cell migration and accelerate the endothelial cell migration (p = 0.001). The result shows that IL-1 200 ng/mL induction can decrease the cell migration (Figure 1). After 24 hours, the ABT sap shows the significant effect in the recovery process and make the migration faster than the control group. In 48 hours, the ABT sap has brought the free cell zone closer than the control group. This means that the ABT sap can increase the migration of endothelial cells.

After the scratch treatment, HUVECs were observed in 12 hours and the result shows that IL-1 200 ng/mL induction decreased cell migration because IL-1 acts as an inflammatory mediator. The highest migration in 12 hours is in the control group, and the lowest is IL-1 induced group. After 24 hours, the ABT sap shows the significant effect in recovery and makes the migration faster than the control group. In 48 hours, the ABT sap has brought the free cell zone closer than the control group. This means that ABT sap can increase the migration of endothelial cells. IL-1 decreases the
The Effect of Ambon banana-tree sap in HUVECs

Figure 2. The Ambon banana sap treatment induced migration faster compared to the control \( (p = 0.001) \). The lowest migration is in the control group and the highest migration is in the treatment group \( (0.25\%) \). (a) is significantly different with (b). (Note: K- = control, K+ + IL-1, P1 = IL-1 + SAP 0.125%, P2 = IL-1 + SAP 0.25% and P3 = IL-1 + SAP 0.5%)

The Effect of Ambon banana-tree sap to VEGF

The highest concentration of VEGF is in the control group, otherwise a low concentration in the treatment group (Figure 3). It occurred might be caused by the VEGF was decreasing after over-expressed in the earlier time. This was indicated by a higher migration in the sap treatment groups. The VEGF has already finished its role in the migration pathway to trigger cell migration faster, then the VEGF entered the downstream time to give negative feedback after working in the signaling system. After maximizing its role, the decreasing of the VEGF in order to avoid over-proliferate \[10\].

The Effect of Ambon banana-tree saps to NO

The highest concentration of NO is in the control group, but the lowest in 0.125% of Ambon banana sap treated-cell. It might be stimulated by flavonoid form Ambon banana sap that can escalate SOD to be a superoxide scavenger \[12\]. Ambon banana sap contains many anti-oxidant agents so that it can decrease the ROS to recover the HUVECs inflammation.

According to the data indicated that ABT sap treatment has lowest NO, VEGF and higher cell migration. It could be assumed the ABT sap may have activity as antioxidant, and simulator of cell migration for in the inflammation cell. The HUVECs cell was induced into inflammation by IL-1 and seem recovery after 48 hours treated with ABT sap. Moreover, the ABT sap also able to enhance the cell migration. The data suggested that ABT sap has beneficial for wound healing. Therefore, further research to elucidate the mechanism more detail still warrants to be done.

Conclusion

Based on the results could be concluded that Ambon banana sap able to stimulate the HUVECs cell migration in vitro. The ABT sap showed no
significant control VEGF and NO level in the medium after 48 hours treatment in HUVECs cell. Further research to elucidate the mechanism and identify the active compound of Ambon banana sap on the wound healing function still needs to be done.
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